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About This Game

Modular Combat is a role-playing shooter based in the Half-Life universe, that has been out since 2008.

The Resistance, Combine, and Aperture Science are testing the HEV Mark VI Combat System. Combatants face off against
each other, and monsters, in the Controlled Combat Testing Facility, which is monitored by a super-computer known as BoSS.

There are dozens of modules that can be upgraded at any level, in any combination. Modules give combatants amazing abilities
such as flying, teleporting, spawning minions, and shooting flechettes or energy balls. Basically, if you want to kill something in

a special way...

We have a module for that.

------

To everyone who is complaining about Half-Life 2 now being required to play/install. Valve forced it on Modular Combat and
all other HL2 modifications. We've tried and we were unable to get it removed.
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Title: Modular Combat
Genre: Action, Free to Play, RPG
Developer:
Ascension Entertainment LLC
Publisher:
Steam Greenlight
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 8.1/8/7/Vista/XP

Processor: Pentium 4 processor (3.0GHz, or better)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible with 256MB of memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

English
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im not saying that this game isnt enjoyable it just does not entertain for long. The game lacks excitement and a desire to play
more and the actions yoyu take as a player become repetive and meaningless. i would not reccomed this game to anyone looking
to invest large ammunts of time. So...because they don't have mounted units, enemy civs can just make mounted archers and
kite you. not fun.. I bought this game as a small "pass time" fling. But with current updates and continues improvements it has
turned into a very entertaining game. I have even replayed the game several times trying out new strategies and approaches.
What I thought was gonna be a one weekend pass time killing titel turned into be long love romance with a lot of value for
money.. Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet The Medic was Ok.

I didn't enjoy it that much but I am sure for some it might be fun. Finished the game quite fast and task was super easy.

Game is free so go for it. If you have high standards for games then I do not recommend it - was lacking something.

xTzharkz [Eric]. What a mess. This isn't even really a game. More like a "developer's" first attempt at programming something.
Game can't even maintain its framerate at points, and becomes nearly unplayable. This would be an excellent free demo on
itch.io as something maybe in someone's portfolio, but not a paid game on Steam. Hell, even putting it in your portfolio might
do more harm than good.
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Non-rebindable keys=instant thumbs down for me when it's an FPS, the graphics I can live with, wailing a chain around in a
shooter...sure, not being able to bind keys, no bloody way.. I've played many games like this over time, however although a good
idea, just being able to control characters is terrible.

Give that in most games like this your characters are just automatic depending on what you decide to do or build, this is just
bad.

Just general control is bad as well.. remove nyan cat duck please.... There's a lot to like about this game: the art, the characters,
the puzzles, the overall story, etc. There were certain moments that had me laughing SO HARD. Most of the puzzles were
doable though there were a couple that had very little instruction. I also got lost when traveling from location to location because
the directions aren't always intuitive.

Overall I had a lot of fun with this despite some bugs, which at first I brushed off because I know the dev team is small, and it's
still a new release. However while streaming the game we hit some snags that almost had me rage quit:

- Every single cut scene would freeze the game - I just had to sit patiently for it to stutter its way to the end.
- One of the very last puzzles was bugged so even though I got the answer right almost immediately, it wouldn't register as being
correct. We ended up spending over an hour trying to solve the puzzle, and after reloading the save file: voila! My original
answer worked after all... A huge shame to happen so close to the ending too.
- There was a point when even the settings weren't working; I tried adjusting the volume and even tried to mute the game, but
there was no change.

Also I'm not sure if the team has any immediate plans on making a sequel, but it's clear that the story is not complete. No
spoilers, just was genuinely shocked when the game ended suddenly. I loved so many aspects of this game that I hope we can get
a continuation sooner rather than later, but as a Kickstarter project I'm not sure how soon we can expect it.

Regardless, would recommend this game. For this price it's definitely worth a shot.

P.S. Thanks to kwizten for review.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/kwizten\/recommended\/802450\/. What can I say, I used to play the original flash game
during computer science classes in high school back in 2011. I'm really glad it didn't stop there and that we now have this
amazing game full of content.
If you haven't played the original game I'd suggest playing it, it's free on Newgrounds or the developers' website (requires flash).
Almost every mechanic from the original has been expanded and improved, nothing was down-graded, nothing was cut, and
most important of all, nothing was dumbed down or simplified.
You can expect lots of things from this game, good controller support, a very powerful level editor with amazing user-made
content and maps, challenges that will put your skills to the test on almost every aspect of the game and a welcoming
community.
But seriously, go play the original Superfighters right now, it was a 10/10 back then and now Deluxe is a 11/10.
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